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ABSTRACT: New analytical techniques allowing to perform speciation in the framework of the nuclear fuel
cycle are more and more needed. They have to be selective (since matrix encountered are very complex),
sensitive (in order to work at representative concentration and below solubility limit), as well as non
intrusive (in order to keep the image of the real solution). Among them, laser-based analytical techniques
present these advantages together with the possibility to perform remote measurements via fiber optics.
Hence, Time-Resolved Laser-Induced Fluorescence (TRLIF) has been used for actinides/lanthanides
interaction and speciation studies in inorganic and organic matrices from the reprocessing to waste storage.

Moreover, new ion detection methods such as ElectroSpray - Mass Spectrometry (ES-MS) seems
promising for speciation studies. Hence, it is the first time that it is possible to directly couple a liquid at
atmospheric pressure to a mass detection working at reduced pressure with a soft mode of ionisation that
should allow to give informations on chemical species present.

Principle, advantages and limitations as well as results obtained with the use of TRLIF and ES-MS on
different systems of interest including actinides, lanthanides, fission products in interaction with simple
organic molecules to very complex structure will be presented and discussed.

INTRODUCTION :In the framework of speciation studies, the search for analytical techniques that are
more sensitive in order to detect very low level of radionuclides, more selective in order to be able to deal
with very complex solutions of interest and non intrusive is always of great concern in the nuclear industry.
TRLIF first started in the CEA in the beginning of the 80s by a PhD thesis1 on the use of a pulsed UV laser
compared to classical UV lamp for a better detection of uranium. Then, the technique was adapted in gloves
box (1984) and extended to the determination of lanthanides, americium and curium in very complex
matrices2"6. In 1986, TRLIF was adapted in shielded cell with fiber optics and optode7 at CEA-Marcoule for
analysis in highly radioactive solutions. Finally, a commercial apparatus (under CEA licence), the FLUO
20018 (DILOR company) was constructed (1988) where the classical photomultiplier was replaced by a
multichannel photodiodes array. During all these years of TRLIF developments and analysis, the LOD for
uranium has improved from 20 ng/1 to 0.1 ng/19 and more than hundred different matrices have been studied
from sodium to grass going through organic solvents or highly radioactive samples10"12 From that point
(1989) and till now, TRLIF has been used for interaction and speciation studies beneficying of the very good
limit of detection obtained for classical analysis.

ES-MS was directly implemented in the 1996 in the CEA for speciation purposes. This rather new
technique, the principle has been quoted in the mid 80s by Fenn and Yamashita and the first commercial
apparatus was put together in 1992. This technique seems very promising since, it is the first time that it is
possible to directly couple a liquid at atmospheric pressure to a mass detection working at reduced pressure
with a soft mode of ionisation that should allow to give informations on chemical species present. A lot of
work has been carried out in the beginning of the 90s on metal speciation but they were more directed
towards mass spectrometry.

EXPERIMENTAL : Time-resolved laser-induced fluorescence: A laser (Nd-YAG, dye, OPO or microchip)
is used as the excitation source, wavelengths varies from UV (266 nm) to visible depending on the element
under study, frequency ranged from 10 Hz to 5 kHz and energy from few mJ to few |ij. The beam is directly
directed into a quartz cell or in a fiber optics (case of remote sensing). The radiation coming from the cell is
focused on the entrance slit of the polychromator. The detection is performed by an intensified photodiodes
array cooled by Peltier effect and positioned at the polychromator exit.

MS Apparatus and Conditions: Electrospray ionization mass spectrometric detection was performed on
the mass spectrometer Quattro II. The sample is introduced into the spectrometer chamber with a syringe
pump. Initial gas flow rate is 250 1/h and source temperature 80°C. For most experiments, the cone voltage
was set to 25 V and the sample solution flow rate set to 10 ul/min.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION : In the framework of this presentation, it seemed important to only highlight
the main performances and results obtained with the previously quoted techniques. It should also be emphasis on
the fact that these studies have been made possible thanks to collaboration with other teams from the CEA, and
partners COGEMA, ANDRA as well as European (in the framework of EU contracts) and international
(Acknowledgements).

Concerning TRLIF, table 1 list the figure of merits in terms of LOD for both analysis and speciation, in
analysis you "dominate" the medium by the addition of a suitable complexing reagent such as phosphoric
acid for uranium determination, in speciation you have to stick with the matrix and therefore, speciation
limits are much higher (roughly 3 to 4 order of magnitude).

Table 1 : Limit of detection and speciation limit for the main element of interest by TRLIF

Elements
Uranium
Curium

Americium
Europium

Limit of Detection (M)
5.10-13

5.10"13

io-9

5.10-12

Speciation limit (M)
lO"9

lO"8

1 0-6

10"8

Figure 1 presents, the fluorescence spectra of the uranium hydroxo complexes together with their
lifetime that were obtained both by varying pH and uranium concentration. It can be seen important changes
both on spectra and lifetime.

(UO2)3(OH)g
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Figure 1: TRLIF spectra and lifetime of uranium-hydroxo complexes together with free uranium

A complete spectral data base has been obtained for hydroxo13"14 but also nitrate15, phosphate16,
citrate, .... By the same token, it is possible to perform speciation studies on the other fluorescent actinides
such as americium and curium but also on lanthanides such as europium17. Figure 2 presents the evolution of
the europium fluorescence spectra from free species (Eu3+) to the one obtained in presence of carbonate and
humic substances with the possible presence of mixed europium-carbonate humic substances complexes. It is
interesting to note the spectral modifications where a symmetrical spectrum is obtained for free europium
surrounded by 9 water molecules and europium - humic substances which seems to be an outer complex
since the water molecules are still present (same lifetime).
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Figure 2 : TRLIF spectra and lifetimes of europium carbonate and humic complexes in synthetic waters.

Aside this speciation capability, it is also possible to obtain interaction constant by spectral
titration18"19 where the principle consists in the study of fluorescence in a non complexing medium, then
progressive addition of complexant (humic acids, micelles, ...), increase or decrease of the fluorescence
signal until saturation, determination of the complexing capacity (intersection of the two slopes) and the
interaction constant (3 by non linear regression. It has been among other results that the interaction constant
varies with metal concentration.

Concerning ES-MS, this technique has allowed to perform speciation on calixarene - cesium
complexes20"21 as shown on figure 3.
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Figure 3 : ES-MS spectra of Cs-calixarene complexes:
a/ twice less cesium than calixarene, b) twice more ceisum than calixarene
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Figure 4 : EiTMS of uranium hydroxo complexes

Hence, when there is twice less cesium than calixarene, it is possible to visualise the complex with
one cesium at 961 amu and when there is an twice more cesium than calixarene, the complex (doubly
charged) with two cesium at 547 amu is observed, together with the monocharged and free cesium. It has
also been possible to perform uranium speciation22 as shown in figure 4 where free uranium and the first
hydroxo complexes have been perfectly identified (adducts) as well as one of the polymeric uranium species.
Results obtained have been corroborated by TRLIF studies.

CONCLUSIONS AND TRENDS :These two techniques are very powerful for speciation studies with
advantages and drawbacks and are complementary. As spectroscopic technique, they all lead to spectral data
banks that are very useful when one starts from simple to complex matrices. Concerning trends, for TRLIF,
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aside more complex studies with the use of spectral databank the evolution is toward in situ speciation with
miniaturised system23, for ES-MS to a better understanding of the mechanisms taking place in the source as
well as its evolution. Finally, great care should be taken in terms of sample preparation as well as results
interpretation. Intercomparison studies are needed for a better use of these techniques as well as the use of
thermodynamical data base and molecular modelling. Works are under progress on europium, zirconium,
thorium in interaction with organic molecules such as glycolic acid (environment), DTPA (toxicology) and
BTP (reprocessing).
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